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How to discover service from large scale service library precisely and rapidly is an interesting and important research 
work. Traditional efforts search service from the whole service library, ignoring the relationship between services, 
thus its searching speed is low. This paper suggests cluster service library and search service in nearest sub service 
library, which has fewer services. Experiment results show that the new idea can improve service searching speed to 
a great extent. 
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1. Introduction  
With the rapid development of computer networking technology, electronic business becomes more 
and more popular. Enterprises are prone to encapsulate their product as services, which can be registered 
and invoked from internet handily. With this business style, enterprises can improve their running 
efficient. The major problem beneath it is how to find the target service from large scale service library 
precisely and quickly. There are already many research works which try to solve this problem[1]. Klein [2] 
proposed a semantic service matchmaking method. Given process ontology, Klein map service function 
into process model, based on which service can be found. Chakraborty [3] suggests using DAML to 
describe service. Based on DAML expression, prolog is used to reason service matchmaking process. 
Benatallah [4] tackle service discovery problem in the framework of DAML-S ontology, in which users 
can combine several services to match query service. The former mentioned works mainly pay attention 
to the precision of service discovery. However, with the rapid development web services technology, the 
number of services in service library has exceeded the searching ability of traditional ordinary algorithm. 
The core problem nowadays is to improve service searching speed. Based on our former research works 
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[5-8]. This paper considers that service library can be classified into several sub service libraries, where 
service requirement can be matched in the nearest sub service library with a high speed. Experiment 
results show that the new idea can improve service searching speed to a great extent. 
2. Architecture of Service Discovery Model 
In our service discovery model, there is a preprocessing before service matchmaking. In preprocessing 
stage, services in service library are separated into several sub service libraries. If we treat every service 
as a sample, this separation problem is obviously an unsupervised problem. Clustering technology is a 
promising method to handle unsupervised data. Therefore, we describe service as feature vector, based on 
which we can cluster service library using K-means clustering. After that, in the nearest sub service 
library, traditional service matchmaking method can be used to find the target service. Due to little 
number of services in sub service library, time cost of service searching is low. The whole service 
preprocessing and matchmaking process is shown in figure 1 as follows: 
 
Figure 1. Architecture of service discovery model 
3. Feature exaction 
Firstly, we should extract feature for service. The result of feature extraction is a feature vector used to 
describe service. Feature vector should have good discriminative ability so as to can discriminate service 
from different service classes. We generate service feature vector from service description. Firstly, we 
build a basic vocabulary, where every common word in any service description is in. secondly, we 
generate service feature vector by count the number of words exist in the service description. However, 
the amount of word in basic vocabulary is very large and basic word always relate to each other. So we 
use PCA [9] to eliminate those relationships and reduce the dimension of feature vector. PCA (principle 
component analysis) is a good means used to reduce dimension for data. It is a widely used feature 
extraction method. Let X=(x1,x2,…xn) to be exacted feature vector of service, where xi is variable or 
attribute of feature vector. xi may represents price, time, QOS of service etc. PCA algorithm has fore 
steps: 
 Calculate covariance matrix  for X. 
 Calculate eigenvalue and relative eigenvector for covariance matrix . 
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 Select the top several eigenvalues from all eigenvalues which retains more than 90% energy. 
 Project X using eigenvectors of selected eigenvalues, the new generated feature vector Y is the 
result of PCA algorithm, which is used for clustering in the next stage. 
The execution process of PCA is expressed in figure 2. 
 
Figure 2. Execution process of PCA 
4. Service Preprocessing 
After we have short and discriminative service feature vector, we can cluster service library. There are 
many clustering methods, in which K-means clustering is more efficient and simple to implement. 
Therefore, we select K-means clustering to cluster service library. 
In K-means clustering, K should be defined before the execution of the algorithm. Setting K randomly 
will not gain satisfied clustering results. Therefore, we improved clustering algorithm. To obtain the value 
of K, firstly, we set K to 1, and then cluster training set.  We increase K value and recluster training set 
till variance of all clusters minimized.  
The improved K-means clustering algorithm is as follows: 
 Step 1: Set K to 1; 
 Step 2: Decide K clustering center for the data X, C(1),C(2),…C(K), the related class is 
CC(1),CC(2),…CC(K); 
 Step 3: In the every iteration, we classify training set using the following method: 
For all i=1,2,…,K, i j 
If ||X-C(i)||<||X-C(j)|| then X CC(i) ; 





X N , where Ni is the number of services in service class i; 
 Step 5: For all i = 1,2,…,K, if CC(i) is not changed,  go to step 6, or else, go to step 3. 
 Step 6: if variance of all clusters minimized, output K clusters and terminate the program, or else, 
K=K+1 , go to step 2. 
The execution process of service clustering algorithm is shown in figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Service clustering 
Seen from figure 3, the left sub figure is the middle state of algorithm execution, where not all service 
is correct classified. The right sub image shows the result of service clustering algorithm, where all 
service is correct classified. 
5. Service Matchmaking 
After clustering service library, we have several sub service library, anyone of which stands for a 
service class. When a service query requirement comes, we should find the nearest sub service class for 
the query service and then match it in this sub service library. Therefore, the service matchmaking 
process is divided into two steps: 
 Find the nearest service class for service query. 
 Find the target service for service query in nearest sub service library. 
In the first step, we will use nearest neighbor method, compare feature vector of service query with 
feature vector of service clustering center. The most matched service class will be the nearest sub service 
library.  
In the second step, we will use an algorithm to match service query with service in sub service library. 
A service can mainly be expressed as it input parameters and output parameters as follows: 
Definition 1 (Service) a service is a 4-tuple S = (ns,as,Is,Os), where 
(1) ns is service name; 
(2) as is semantic concept to annotate service; 
(3) Is ={ia1, ia 2,…, ia n}is Inputs of service, where iaj=( i j, a j), the annotation of ij is aj, 1  j  n; 
(4) Os ={oa1,oa2,…,oan}is outputs of service, where oaj=( o j, a j), the annotation of oj is aj, 1  j  n. 
Definition 2 (Service Query) a service query is a 5-tuple R = (nr,ar,Ir,Or, ), where 
(1) nr is service query name; 
(2) ar is annotation of service requirement; 
(3) Ir ={ia1, ia 2,…, ia n}is Inputs of service requirement, where iaj=( i j, a j), the annotation of ij is aj, 1  j  
n; 
(4) Or ={oa1,oa2,…,oan} is outputs of service requirement, where oaj=( o j, a j), the annotation of oj is aj, 
1  j  n; 
(5)  is threshold of service query.  
In order to find target service, the input and output interface between service and service query must be 
matched. Firstly, input parameter number of query service should more than input parameter number of 
service, output parameter number of service should more than output parameter number of service query. 
Therefore, we can make certain that service have enough input parameter with which to calculate its 
output parameter, and query service can gain its needed output result. Secondly, the input and output 
interface should be matched semantically. So we use concept to annotate service input/output parameters. 
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With the semantic of concept ontology, we can calculate the similarity between service and service query. 
If the similarity degree is large than threshold, than the service is matched, or else the service is 












Figure 4. Service matchmaking 
6. Experiment 
To show the improvement of our proposed method, we compare our method with other’s methods. 
Firstly, due to lack of public service library, we randomly build out test service library where there are 
one thousand services. Every service in service library has two or three input and output parameters. 
WordNet terms are used as concept to describe input/output parameters. Secondly, a series of experiments 
is done.  
1) Precision test. Precision of service matchmaking is compared between our method with method of  
Klein [2] and Chakraborty [3]. The experiment results are as follows: 






Klein 128 102 0.8 
Chakraborty 134 109 0.81 
Proposed  126 104 0.83 
Seeing from table 1, the experiment data shows that the precision of three methods is similar and pretty 
good; this is because all methods are semantic service discovery method, which can improve precision of 
service matchmaking. 
2) Speed test. The speed of service matchmaking is compared between our methods with method of 
Klein and Chakraborty. The experiment results are shown in figure 5. 
 
Figure 5. Speed test 
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As is shown in figure 5, with the scale of service library become larger, Klein’s and Chakraborty’s 
method spend more time than our proposed method. This is because that we reduce the scale of service 
library by subdividing it. 
7. Conclusion 
This paper proposed a clustering based service discovery method which can find target service quickly, 
the major contributes of this paper are: 1) cluster service library into sub service library where service 
number is limited, therefore, service searching speed is improved; 2) PCA is imported to reduce 
dimension of service feature vector. Experiment results show that the new proposed method can improve 
speed of service searching to a great extent. In the future research work, we will import more classifying 
algorithm to classify service. 
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